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**Abstract:** Although recurrent respiratory papillomatosis is a benign disease of the upper aerodigestive tract caused by infection with human papillomavirus, the disease process is unpredictable, ranging from mild disease and spontaneous remission to an aggressive disease with pulmonary spread and requirement for frequent surgical debulking procedures. It can present a protracted clinical course and cause potentially life-threatening compromise of the airways. Over recent decades, a number of alternative medical therapies to standard surgical treatment have been investigated, with modest outcomes overall. Currently, some additional therapies are being explored, together with novel surgical instrumentation that can help to avoid inevitable long-term stenotic complications, ultimately affecting quality of life. Hopefully, clinicians might soon be able to significantly improve the quality of treatment and outcomes for patients affected with recurrent respiratory papillomatosis, with human papillomavirus vaccination having a potentially important role.
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**Introduction**

Recurrent respiratory papillomatosis (RRP) is characterized by the development of exophytic proliferative lesions of connective tissue covered by epithelium which affect the mucosa of the airways. The condition is caused by human papillomavirus (HPV) infection, and is also termed laryngeal papillomatosis or glottal papillomatosis due to the strong predilection for the larynx,¹ although papillomas may present anywhere along the respiratory tract.² Deregulated expression of virus early genes in basal epithelial cells and genomic instability, causing secondary host genomic imbalances, are considered key events in the progression of HPV-promoted lesions.

HPVs affecting the mucosal tracts can be broadly divided into high-risk and low-risk types, based on their ability to cause malignant transformation of epithelial cells.³ High-risk types HPV-16 and HPV-18 are most commonly associated with cervical cancers as well as a subset of oropharyngeal carcinomas.⁴ HPV-6 and HPV-11 account for most cases of RRP and are considered low-risk subtypes, typically not associated with malignancy.⁵ In RRP, HPV-11 infection occurs most commonly and the disease presents an aggressive clinical course,⁶ followed by HPV-6. Rarely, RRP is caused by HPV types 16, 18, 31, and 33.⁷

A bimodal age distribution is characteristic, with young children or young adults affected. In children, vertical transmission from an infected mother during vaginal delivery⁶⁻⁷ or in utero¹²⁻¹³ has been documented. In adults, HPV infection might occur following oral sex.¹⁴⁻¹⁵ However, the simple presence of HPV in the upper airway tract does not necessarily cause infection of the mucosa; immunodeficiency and associated
infections, particularly those associated with herpes viruses, might be determining factors. An effective immune response to viral infection involves activation of both innate and adaptive immunity, and appropriate signaling through the receptors they bind. Differences in HPV-specific immune responses between RRP patients and controls have been demonstrated. More recently, Hatam et al observed that the overwhelming majority of CD4+ cells in papillomas are either actively involved in immune suppression or are chronically stimulated, and are likely exhausted effector T-cells that fail to respond to HPV/tumor antigen exposure. A better understanding of this phenomenon could help develop novel strategies to reverse T-cell exhaustion and restore TH1-like function in RRP. A possible genetic susceptibility that would favor the development of laryngeal papillomatosis as a result of epithelial HPV infection was also suggested.

In 1923, Ullmann first described the viral etiology of laryngeal papillomatosis, later confirmed by electron microscopy, in situ hybridization, and polymerase chain reaction techniques. The diagnosis of RRP may be challenging unless there is a high index of suspicion and awareness of the variable presentations. As previously mentioned, exophytic lesions affect the airways in RRP, and a multitude of signs and symptoms can be observed, including hoarseness, chronic cough, dyspnea, recurrent upper respiratory infections, pneumonias, dysphagia, stridor, or failure to thrive. The symptoms tend to be more severe in children because of the commonly rapid growth of the lesions, hence the condition can be potentially life-threatening in these patients despite being histologically benign.

Reeves et al investigated the clinical course of juvenile-onset RRP in a large sample representative of the USA and found young age to be the most important factor correlated with disease severity (frequency of surgery, extent of disease at diagnosis, and progression of disease). Children whose RRP is diagnosed at a younger age (<3 years) were found to be 3.6 times more likely to have more than four surgeries per year and almost twice as likely to have multiple anatomic sites affected than children whose RRP is diagnosed at an older age. In adult-onset RRP, the risk factors for an aggressive disease course appeared to be HPV-11 infection and observation time longer than 10 years.

To date, the best estimate of the incidence and prevalence of RRP in the USA is based on a study conducted in 1995 by the RRP Task Force which projected an incidence in children of about 4.3 per 100,000 and about 1.8 per 100,000 in adults. However, the prevalence of the disease is likely variable depending on the age of presentation, country, and socioeconomic status. The prognosis is often good and the morbidity low in most cases, with variable clinical behavior, ie, lesions can regress, persist, or rarely malignant degeneration can occur. Clinical problems mainly arise from resistance to therapy, frequency of recurrences, and dissemination or extension of the growths to the lower airways, which is associated with a poorer prognosis.

With regard to treatment, surgery is currently employed to secure airway patency, preserve the underlying laryngeal tissues, and maintain an acceptable quality of voice. Surgery has been traditionally performed via microscopic or endoscopic rigid laryngoscopy using a variety of lasers to debulk the papillomatous lesions. Unfortunately, lesions are generally multiple, and require multiple surgical excisions over a short period of time due to the high tendency to relapse.

Medical treatment alone is currently unable to control or eradicate the disease. The aim of this review is to present an overview on current and future perspectives in the management of RRP.

**Current management of RRP**

**Surgery**

The traditional standard surgical treatment is performed with lasers and consists of debulking the papillomatous lesions. However, possible complications, such as respiratory tract burns, severe laryngeal scarring and stenosis, distal injuries with tracheoesophageal fistulae, have prompted a rapid conversion from use of lasers to adoption of microdebriders. In addition, the ability of the microdebrider to selectively suction the affected tissue allowing for a more precise debulking with the use of a rapidly rotating integral blade, the limited damage to the underlying tissues, and the greater preservation of normal epithelium, represent useful characteristics in light of the nature of RRP, which often necessitates multiple interventions.

Despite the adoption of more advanced surgical equipment, laryngeal sequelae still remain frequent complications, with anterior commissure synechiae and glottic stenosis frequently observed in children who have undergone multiple procedures, particularly in advanced stages.

A tracheotomy is typically included among the surgical options; however, it is reserved for the most aggressive cases with impending airway compromise, where multiple debulking surgeries have failed. When a tracheotomy is unavoidable, decannulation should be considered as early as possible once the disease process is controlled and the airway is deemed stable. In fact, tracheotomy provides an additional site for rapid colonization and serves as a conduit...
for distal disease spread to the tracheobronchial tree. Cole et al observed tracheal papillomas in more than half of patients with RRP who underwent tracheotomy.

Nonsurgical adjuvant treatment

In light of the etiology of the condition, there have been several attempts to treat RRP medically. Unfortunately, despite some convincing theories, many treatments have proved to be ineffective, and in general medical treatment can only be considered as adjuvant to surgery.

Cidofovir

Cidofovir is an analog of cytosine and was originally developed and investigated for the treatment of cancer; its antiviral activity against DNA viruses was subsequently documented, and it is currently the antiviral most commonly used in medical adjuvant treatment for RRP. This treatment was first hypothesized a few decades ago, and subsequently tested in patients with severe recurrent laryngeal papillomatosis. The precise mechanism of action against HPV is not well understood. However, induction of apoptosis and augmentation of immune responses have been proposed as mechanisms of action.

Some prospective studies of patients treated with intraleisonal injections of cidofovir at the time of surgery showed partial to complete regression of papillomas and a decrease in the frequency of debulking surgeries. In addition, it appears that intraleisonal administration does not produce systemic toxicity or local side effects; plasma levels are below those leading to toxicity, and are dose-dependent in children.

There is no accepted protocol for dose, frequency of administration, or drug concentration. However, due to the long-lasting effect, infrequent administration of cidofovir is feasible. Pransky et al found that the greatest benefit may be had when repeated injections are performed at short time intervals (2–4 weeks) in aggressive disease. Naiman et al similarly reported that patients receiving injections less often than monthly had a less favorable response.

In addition, the number of injections required to achieve a clinically relevant response is unclear. This probably points toward the variability in disease biology rather than the treatment protocol adopted, and suggests that treatment of this condition may need to be tailored to the individual patient. Cidofovir dosing is also controversial: a systematic review on published dosing regimens of cidofovir as an adjuvant in juvenile and adult RRP showed concentrations of cidofovir ranging from 0.0001 to 37.5 mg/mL, with 42% of articles reporting an adopted concentration of 5 mg/mL. A recent report suggested adoption of similar concentrations in children and adults, with recommended cidofovir concentrations ranging between 2.5 and 7.5 mg/mL, with the total dose not exceeding 3 mg/kg.

Accordingly to Akst et al sequentially increased dosages of locally administered cidofovir may improve the response in pediatric patients. They described the practice of increasing the concentrations of cidofovir from 5 to 10 mg/mL during the course of treatment of RRP (stepped-dose protocol). Pransky et al observed the need for increasing the concentration of the drug in children, as the injectable volume can be a limiting factor in the pediatric population. In practice, submucosal injection may cause temporary swelling of the vocal folds, with the risk of airway obstruction in infants with narrow airways. More recently, administration of inhaled cidofovir has been reported and might offer further ground for clinical research in the immediate future.

Table 1 Clinical trials recently completed or ongoing

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trial</th>
<th>Study population</th>
<th>Status</th>
<th>Country</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bevacizumab for treatment of recurrent respiratory papillomatosis (in conjunction with 532 nm pulsed KTP laser photoangiolyis)</td>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SGN-00101 in treating pediatric patients with recurrent respiratory papillomatosis</td>
<td>Children</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multicenter, randomized trial of pulsed dye laser for JORRP</td>
<td>Children (&lt;12 years)</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human papillomavirus genotyping of children in Thailand</td>
<td>Children (&lt;18 years)</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>Thailand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human papillomavirus 6/11 in the lower airway of neonates</td>
<td>Infants (&lt;1 month)</td>
<td>Completed</td>
<td>Taiwan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study of Celebrex (celecoxib) in patients with recurrent respiratory papillomatosis</td>
<td>All ages</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase III, single-center clinical trial to evaluate the 4-valent HPV vaccine for the treatment and prevention of recurrent respiratory papillomatosis in children</td>
<td>Children (&lt;18 years)</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>Hungary</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect of vaccination in patients with recurrent respiratory papillomatosis – can we improve the quality of life of these patients?</td>
<td>Adults</td>
<td>Ongoing</td>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: HPV, human papillomavirus; JORRP, juvenile onset recurrent respiratory papillomatosis; KTP, potassium titanyl phosphate.
Other antivirals
Unlike children, co-infection with herpes simplex virus and Epstein-Barr virus in adults may lead to more aggressive RRP. 6,18 This might support the use of antiviral treatments as adjuvant therapy in RRP. Ribavirin is a broad-spectrum antiviral agent that has been used systemically or topically (aerosol), but has not shown obvious efficacy in suppressing or treating RRP in clinical studies. 65,66 Acyclovir has been employed in RRP, although it is not directly active against HPV and has shown poor results. 67

Interferon
Interferons are proteins that are naturally produced by human leucocytes in response to a variety of stimuli, including viral infection. They bind to specific membrane receptors and alter cell metabolism, with antiviral, antiproliferative, and immunomodulatory effects. Although the exact mechanism of action of interferons in laryngeal papillomatosis is not known, they were among the first agents adopted as adjuvant therapy for laryngeal papillomatosis. 68,69

There is controversial evidence regarding the clinical efficacy of interferons. Healy et al found that interferon was not curative when employed alone, and a lack of benefit in the long term was also noted when it was used as an adjunctive agent. 69 However, other reports have shown a positive response in some pediatric patients. 69,70

The main limitation related to intravenous administration is systemic toxicity, with a reversible increase in serum transaminase levels, and possible leucopenia and thrombocytopenia. Patients can experience transient fever, fatigue, nausea, arthralgia, and headache, along with spastic diplegia in infants.

Recently, alternative topical delivery of interferon alpha via biphasic vesicles has been investigated. 71,72 Topical application of biphasic vesicles containing interferon alpha resulted in sustained local delivery of biologically active interferon alpha with minimal systemic exposure, 73 but further studies in RRP patients are necessary.

Indole-3-carbinol
Indole-3-carbinol is derived from cruciferous vegetables (eg, sprouts, broccoli, cabbage) and is known to affect papilloma growth in vitro through its effect on estrogen metabolism. While no adverse events in children were noted in a small case series of patients treated with oral administration of indole-3-carbinol, doubts regarding its clinical efficacy persist. 74 No further studies of this agent have been planned.

Cis-retinoic acid
Adjunctive use of cis-retinoic acid as treatment for laryngeal lesions caused by HPV was investigated in clinical studies over 2 decades ago. 75,76 The hypothesis was that its antiproliferative action on epithelial tissues could be used to halt or delay recurrent growth of papillomatous lesions. Due to its lack of efficacy, experiments with cis-retinoic acid are no longer being undertaken in patients with RRP. Currently, it is used to treat epithelial acne.

Mumps vaccine
The use of intralesional mumps vaccine as adjuvant therapy was considered to be an intriguing hypothesis in need of further investigation. 77,78 A recent, prospective, randomized controlled interventional study was planned on the basis that the measles-mumps-rubella vaccine might either prevent further recurrences of RRP or prolong its remission. 79 All of the 26 enrolled patients underwent surgical excision of their lesions and 13 patients in the study group were prospectively randomized to receive a topical coating of the measles-mumps-rubella vaccine at the site of the excised lesion. 79 Although showing a prolonged remission period, it did not appear to be significantly better.

HspE7
HspE7 is a recombinant fusion protein of Mycobacterium bovis heat shock protein 65 and E7 protein from HPV-16. In an open-label study, 27 patients were given 500 μg of subcutaneous HspE7 monthly for three doses over 3 months, and followed for up to 5 years. A promising decrease in frequency of surgery was reported, with mild reactions at the site of injection. 80

Control of gastroesophageal reflux disease
The presence of laryngopharyngeal reflux disease has been associated with worsening manifestations of RRP and increased treatment complications. Irritation of the epithelium of the aerodigestive tract caused by laryngopharyngeal reflux disease, either through acid or gastric enzyme interaction, may produce mucosal damage or an inflammatory response that could potentially trigger proliferation or spread of papilloma disease. Effective disease management may result in improved control of RRP and possibly complete remission. 81–84

Studies have shown that treatment with cimetidine or a proton pump inhibitor may result in improved control or complete remission of RRP. 82,84 Following remission, papillomatous disease requiring surgery recurred in the event of discontinuation of antireflux therapy in a study reported by McKenna et al. 84 After these early observations, further larger controlled studies might be required to establish the role of antireflux therapy in the treatment algorithm for RRP.
Photodynamic therapy

Photodynamic therapy (PDT) looks promising in the treatment of RRP. It requires an injectable photosensitizer and promotes apoptosis after laser excitation of the agent. The photosensitizer is activated by light and interacts with molecular oxygen to produce an excited state (reactive singlet oxygen); its direct cytotoxic activity and microvascular damage contribute to the destruction of proliferating cells, which is manifested as swelling and formation of necrotic tissue. In conventional PDT, the photosensitized tissue is exposed to intense light for seconds to minutes, which results in short-term production of powerful oxidants; in a novel approach, a longer interstitial light delivery system leads to prolonged or repeated photoactivation of the photosensitizing agents, resulting in a larger number of cytotoxic oxygen molecules in individual cells, increased cell death, and increased volume and depth of PDT-induced tissue necrosis. The benefit of this approach lies in its ability to selectively treat the abnormally proliferating cells without damaging healthy tissue.\textsuperscript{85,86} PDT has been approved for use in lung cancer, esophageal cancer, and Barrett’s esophagus, and might prove beneficial in RRP in light of its common characteristics, including the superficial area of disease and high cell turnover.

In RRP, PDT may also alter the immune response and increase the reactivity to even low concentrations of viral proteins.\textsuperscript{87,88} Current evidence regarding the efficacy of PDT in RRP is controversial.\textsuperscript{89–91} To date, there is insufficient evidence from high-quality, randomized controlled trials to determine whether PDT alters the course of RRP or provides an added benefit to surgery in patients with the disease. Certainly, PDT remains an area for future study.

Future treatment possibilities

Surgery

Angiolytic lasers precisely target hemoglobin within the microcirculation of papillary lesions, and adoption of this technology in RRP would have obvious advantages.\textsuperscript{92} In fact, such lasers allow for a more precise removal, thus easier preservation of the delicate laryngeal tissues can be guaranteed. Early clinical studies have investigated the efficacy of clinical application of this novel technology in RRP and reported promising results.\textsuperscript{93} In the near future, we will likely move toward a further change in trends for the surgical treatment of RRP, with angiolytic lasers taking the place of microdebriders (Table 1).

Adjuvants

Bevacizumab

Bevacizumab is a recombinant humanized monoclonal immunoglobulin G1 antibody that binds to and inhibits the biologic activity of human vascular endothelial growth factor in vitro and in vivo, by preventing receptor activation. Based on the evidence that vascular endothelial growth factor is an important factor in the development of RRP, there have been some recent reports of promising results achieved with relatively high dosing (up to 45–50 mg) of bevacizumab in all patients treated.\textsuperscript{94–96} The dose approved by the US Food and Drug Administration is 12.5 mg. This adjuvant therapy would increase the time interval between surgical procedures, with a simultaneous reduction in number of procedures required per year, and it also seems that improvements in voice quality can be achieved.\textsuperscript{95}

The favorable clinical results of bevacizumab and KTP laser reported within the last 2 years and the lack of complications after over 200 laryngeal injections of bevacizumab have brought this therapeutic approach to the top of the list of RRP treatment options.\textsuperscript{97,98}

Celecoxib

Celecoxib is a cyclooxygenase-2-selective nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug, commonly used to treat signs and symptoms of osteoarthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, ankylosing spondylitis, acute pain in adults, painful menstruation, and juvenile rheumatoid arthritis. Limsukon et al successfully treated a patient with RRP using a combination of erlotinib and celecoxib, arguing that papillomas overexpress the epidermal growth factor receptor, and show increased expression of cyclooxygenase-2 and prostaglandin E2.\textsuperscript{99} While they found their approach effective in controlling papilloma growth, more research is necessary to determine the long-term safety and effectiveness of such therapies for individuals with RRP, and is currently ongoing (Table 1).

HPV vaccine

Currently, two HPV vaccines are available, ie, a bivalent vaccine designed against the L1 capsid proteins of HPV-16 and HPV-18, and a prophylactic quadrivalent vaccine with activity against HPV-6, HPV-11, HPV-16, and HPV-18. Although vaccination against HPV-16 and HPV-18 may help prevent cervical cancer, the bivalent vaccine does not address HPV-6 and HPV-11, which are the most common causes of RRP. The quadrivalent vaccine is approved for administration in young female teenagers as well as young boys. HPV infection seems to be as common in men as in women but is often asymptomatic, which contributes to the high rate of transmission between sexual partners. While both, males and females benefit from vaccination,\textsuperscript{100} it is uncertain what effect this will have on neonatal transmission of HPV or on the overall incidence of RRP. Although further research is necessary, it is possible that vaccines might eventually
be useful in neonates for two reasons: via transmission of immunity through maternal antibodies and through direct vaccination of neonates similar to neonatal vaccination for hepatitis B. Currently, HPV vaccines are not approved for routine use in neonates, hence this application also requires further research. Theoretically, mass HPV vaccination could provide the community with immunity against the disease, and if such a community status exists, there will be a consequent decrease in incidence of RRP disease.

A direct effect of vaccination in patients already affected by RRP has also been observed. In 2008, Förster et al reported the case of a 2-year-old with aggressive laryngeal papillomatosis. After three shots of tetravalent HPV injection, the patient’s condition was stabilized without surgery. In 2011, Mudry et al reported the case of a 5-year-old with frequently recurring papillomas submitted to multiple procedures, who entered a remission period lasting 17 months after administration of the tetravalent HPV vaccine. A study by Hočevar-Boltežar et al pointed out that vaccination with the quadrivalent HPV vaccine can favorably influence the course of RRP in patients with rapid growth of papillomas, with significantly prolonged intervals between surgical procedures and reduction of the number of procedures needed in the majority of patients observed. Although promising, these isolated positive experiences need to be validated by multicenter trials that might be able to ascertain the true benefits of vaccination as a treatment of RRP (Table 1).
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